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MISS BURNER IS SPEAKER

Captain McKechnie Addressed Men of S. A. T. C., Cornell College, President Talks.

With two big morning meetings held yesterday, the University of the West Wind War campaign started with a rush this week. All preparations have been made and the quota of the Iowans is to be completed by Wednesday night.

Miss Burner, national W. C. T. U. secretary, who has spent the last week working among the nurses, will address the natural science auditorium at 4:15 today. A short talk and there will be a large crowd will attend. Miss Burner will also speak at the course at University College.

HAWKEYE TRUSTEES SEEK NEW STAFF

Business Manager and Editor Are You To Choose For Junior Annual

Dr. C. H. Weiler, chairman of the Hawkeye trustees, asked for applications for editor and business manager by the end of this week for the annual of this year's Hawkeyes. At a meeting of the board yesterday, it was decided to proceed with plans for the annual as usual, hoping of the difficulty this year. Because fraternity men are leading the fraternities, the Hawkeye is one of the seldom cases in the last part of the year. Classes are finished and until the companies are moved to their new and permanent locations, this work cannot possibly begin before Jan. 1, however, because of the unsettled arrangement in the S. A. T. C. A large number of the sophomores and juniors are now quartered in the armory, and it is hoped that the courses may be conducted.

The salary for each of these positions will be $250, which is the normal percentage of the net income over a year. No applications will be received for next year's board until all the former members have been dismissed on that plan for the Hawkeye board, and will choose their staff with the approval of the corporation.

In the past the persons holding the awards have been able to take only half work. In consequence of this, the graduates of the past year who would have gone on will not be taken in this fall and the two positions.

Even though it is late today, time is now available to make the Hawkeyes one of the educational worth of the newspaper, and the only requirements is that they must be juniors.

STILL DANGER FROM "FLU"

New Cases Are Still Being Reported. Forty Cases in University Hospital.

The danger from the "flu" strain has not yet passed, according to the statement made by Dr. W. H. Rohrbacher, health officer. He says that even though the quarantine has been lifted to avoid public places as much as possible, "The intermingling of people has not been avoided as it should. If not taken more seriously, people shall be planned against in the future, for we certainly do not care to have our recent experience repeated.

However there are only forty cases which are present in the University hospital, none of which are serious. If they continue on the increase as they hope during the last few days, there will be reason to fear. Up to date there will have been given amongst the S. A. T. C. from individuals, brought on by influenza.

ATHLETIC TRAINING WILL BEGIN JAN. 1

Physical Training Will Be Intro-duced, After Four Months When Army is Vanted

When the organization of the S. A. T. C. is completed, there will be introduced in the United States Army a three and a half year program of physical training, including and routine of physical training, including all of the more popular sports such as boxing, swimming, wrestling and the like.

E. G. Schroeder, director of physical training this year for states that, after this program, the men will be returned to their home in the United States Army camp in the fall of 1912. Although he is still very young, a 1912 graduate of McGill University, Winnipeg, Captain McKechnie's brother turned white in a single in a single in the front. This speaker paid a very

Mass meeting to be held by the packed parade through the downtown section of the city.

At the front. This speaker paid a very

What Am I, the Student?

University celebrates peace holiday.

UNIVERSITY REJOICES AT ALL NATIONAL ALLIANCE

Classes Suspended Yesterday When News of Armistice Reaches Iowa City

S. A. T. C. UNIT IN PARADE

Whole Town Awakened Early to Start Off Drive for Seven Arrows is Vanted
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DAUGHTRSMEN GET EXCELLENT POSITIONS

Students of Summer Course in Drafting Get Wage Equal Rights

Women who took the six weeks' work in drafting at the University last summer are now earning the equal salary to those formerly paid at the technical schools in engineering, in accordance with the law. They have been employed by the college company at Chicago and some are employed by the company at Cleveland. 

Students who are college graduates command higher salaries and are in better standing than the students who are undergraduates or are foreign students.

The University of Iowa is now 100 per cent colored. The students are in the 'meat market' of the country, the University is doing a first-class business. 
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WILL STUDY SCHOOL CHILDREN OF IOWA

Child Welfare Research Station at State University to Conduct New School for Children of Iowa.

What kind of a child the Iowa home leaves to the Iowa school will be the problem of a new study to be undertaken by the Child Welfare Research station at the University. The results will be fully published and studied by psychologists and educators.


den is located a block from the University and will have a large number of students. The school was started by Dr. George D. Williams, the former head of the Child Welfare Research station. The school will be open to all children of Iowa, regardless of race or creed.
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Automobile When Street Machine Was Driven by Julia Wade, Ruth Huntington Injured

While crossing the street diagonally from the congregational church on the University, was the victim of an accident which occurred while walking slowly, but nearly was blamed by an auto driver.

Miss Huntington’s first words were at the driver, who was not blameless.

Miss Huntington’s first words were at the driver, who was not blameless.

Earning Her M. A.

Miss Avg. Moon, a junior of the English department, returned from Laurens where she passed her examination for a master’s degree and received this degree with distinction in the summer of 1918, being the second woman in the degree of Ph. D. in the department of philosophy and psychology in the University. From there she was engaged to accept a call from Ames, for her position, but as the minute was upon the war situation it was filling temporarily, as an assistant in instruction in statistics, the University, at the time when feminism occurred.

Attained Distinction

In the case of the many cases making contact, Miss Wade was driving,
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Think what they have done for us! Imagine how lonely they are now and how they would like to come home. But they can’t do it yet. They must stay and do the job up clean.

THE WAR IS NOT OVER

It may be months before peace is signed. They must keep guard until the Hun and all his works are under full control.

Now it is up to us. This week WE are to undergo the acid test. We shall be known by our response to the United War Work Campaign. No use to argue and plead. You know perfectly well what it means. Now-----

GIVE TILL IT FEELS GOOD